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The local residents' consciousness to earthquake disaster prevention is an urgent problem. This paper studied for a 
questionnaire survey is the Kyoto Kiyomizu-dera temple neighborhood residents' consciousness to earthquake disaster 
prevention and dangerous uneasy part were clarified. As a result, although the concern about earthquake disaster prevention 
was high, it became clear that the knowledge of earthquake disaster prevention is low. Moreover, the result of the dangerous 
place which 30 residents pointed out was obtained. There are few participants in an emergency training.  However, when it 
participated  it became clear that consciousness of disaster prevention improves㧚
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࡮ ᐕઍ೎ߢߪޟ50ઍએ਄ޠߢ 74.1㧑㧔62ੱ㧕ޔޟ50ઍᧂḩޠߢߪ 20ઍ߇ 16.7㧑㧔14ੱ㧕ߣ㜞޿ޕ
࡮ ዬ૑ᑪ▽‛ߩ⒳㘃ߪޔޟᚭᑪޠ߇ 77.4㧑㧔65ੱ㧕ޔᰴ޿ߢޟࡑࡦ࡚ࠪࡦޠ߇ 15.5㧑㧔13ੱ㧕ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
࡮ ޟࡑࡦ࡚ࠪࡦޠዬ૑㓏ߪޔޟ3 㓏ޠ߇ 53.8㧑㧔㧣ੱ㧕ޔᰴ޿ߢޟ2 㓏ޠ߇ 38.4㧑㧔5 ੱ㧕ޔޟ1 㓏ޠ߇
7.8㧑㧔㧝ੱ㧕ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
࡮ ዬ૑ᑪ▽‛ߩ᭴ㅧ⒳㘃ߪޔޟᧁㅧޠ߇ 72.6㧑㧔61ฬ㧕ޔᰴ޿ߢޟ㕖ᧁㅧޠ߇ 17.9㧑㧔15ੱ㧕ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
࡮ ዬ૑ੱᢙߪ㧘ޟ2ੱޠ߇ 30.9㧑㧔26ੱ㧕ޔᰴ޿ߢޟ1ੱޠ߇ 27.4㧑㧔23ੱ㧕ߢޔ5ੱએ਄ߪ 7.1㧑㧔㧢
ੱ㧕ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
࡮ ዬ૑ᐕᢙߪ㧘ޟ10 ᐕᧂḩޠ߇ 25.0㧑㧔21 ੱ㧕ޔޟ10 ᐕࠍ⿥߃ࠆޠ߇ 72.6㧑㧔61 ੱ㧕ߢޔᦨ㐳ߪޟ90
ᐕએ਄ޠߢ 3.6㧑㧔3ੱ㧕ߢ޽ߞߚޕ
㧔㧞㧕࿾㔡⊒↢ߦߟ޿ߡ
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ޕߚߞ޽ߢޠႎᖱ᷹ⷰ㔡࿾ߩ㑐ᯏⓥ⎇߿ᐡ⽎᳇ޟ
ޠ⹹㔀㨯⡞ᣂޟ߿ޠࡆ࡟࠹ޟޔߪḮႎᖱߩߘޕ㧕11 ࿑㧔ߚߞ޽ߢ㧕ੱ55㧔㧑4.56 ߪ╵࿁ߩߣࠆ᦭߇⼂⍮ ࡮
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࿑ ޓ࿾㔡⊒↢ߩ㑐ᔃ ࿑ ࿾㔡⊒↢ߦኻߔࠆਇ቟ ࿑ ޓ࿾㔡ኻ╷ߩ㑐ᔃ
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࿑ ࿾㔡੍᷹ߩ⍮⼂ ࿑ 㒐ἴᵴേߩ㑐ᔃ ࿑ 㒐ἴᵴേߩ⍮⼂


















































ፗ  㓸ኒ߇ደኅޔߊ⁜᏷㆏  ὐᏅ੤޿ᄙ߇㊂ㅢ੤ 
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